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Provided herein are exemplary embodiments for generating
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bundle comprising the captured visual content, the geo

graphic location and the orientation data to a server, noti
fying a remote user about the data bundle on the server, in

response to receiving an acceptance from the remote user,
transmitting the data bundle from the server to a device

associated with the remote user to create a virtual rendering

of the real world location .
27 Claims, 8 Drawing Sheets
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TELELOCATION : LOCATION SHARING

In some exemplary embodiments ,methods for generating
a Telelocation include capturing visual content and related

FOR USERS IN AUGMENTED AND VIRTUAL
REALITY ENVIRONMENTS

data representing a virtual reality location by a device

associated with a user, automatically associating a location
CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

5 with the captured visual content , automatically associating
orientation data with the captured visual content, transmit
ting a data bundle comprising the captured visual content,

This application claims the benefit and priority of U . S .

the location and the orientation data to a server, notifying a

Provisional Application No. 62 /367,049 filed on Jul. 26 ,

remote user about the data bundle on the server, in response

hereby incorporated by reference in entirety, including all

with the remote user to create a rendering of the virtual

related to US Non -Provisional patent application Ser No

orientation data further comprising one or more parameters

2016 titled “ Telelocation : Location Sharing for Users in 10 to receiving an acceptance from the remote user, transmit
Augmented and Virtual Reality Environments,” which is
ting the data bundle from the server to a device associated

references and appendices cited therein . This application is

reality location . Further exemplary embodiments include the

15 /600,446 filed on May 19 , 2017 titled “Media Tags — 15 stored when the visual content is captured , the one or more

Location - Anchored Digital Media for Augmented Reality

parameters representing a reference for future rendering of

and Virtual Reality Environments,” which is hereby incor

the virtual reality location , the device associated with the

porated by reference in entirety , including all references and
appendices cited therein .

remote user device reads the reference , using the reference

FIELD OF INVENTION

remote user rendering of the virtual reality location when the

20 to position or orientation of the virtual reality location within
a Telelocation , the user updating in real time the rendering

of the virtual reality location , the user placing augmented

Embodiments of the disclosure relate to the placement of

reality graphics content in the rendering of the virtual reality

digital data in augmented and virtual reality environments .

location , the remote user viewing in real time the augmented

25 reality graphics content in the rendering of the virtual reality

SUMMARY
According to various exemplary embodiments, methods
for generating a Telelocation include capturing visual con

location , the remote user placing augmented reality graphics
content in the rendering of the virtual reality location , and

the user viewing in real time the augmented reality graphics
content from the rendering of the virtual reality location .

tent representing a real world location by a device associated 30 Methods for generating a Telelocation , according to some
with a user, automatically associating a geographic location
various exemplary embodiments , include capturing visual

with the captured visual content, automatically associating
ting a data bundle comprising the captured visual content,

orientation data with the captured visual content, transmit-

content and related data representing a virtual reality loca
tion by a device associated with a user, automatically
associating a location with the captured visual content,

the geographic location and the orientation data to a server, 35 automatically associating orientation data with the captured

notifying a remote user about the data bundle on the server ,

visual content, transmitting a data bundle comprising the

in response to receiving an acceptance from the remote user,
transmitting the data bundle from the server to a device

captured visual content, the location and the orientation data
to a server, notifying a remote user about the data bundle on

associated with the remote user to create a virtual rendering

the server, in response to receiving an acceptance from the

of the real world location . Further exemplary embodiments 40 remote user , transmitting the data bundle from the server to

include the visual content including any of a virtual reality
360 - 180 degree panorama or a virtual reality 360 degree

a device associated with the remote user to create a render
ing of the virtual reality location in a real world location .

movie , the geographic location including a longitude, a

Further exemplary embodiments include the user updating

latitude and an altitude, the orientation data including a

in real time the rendering of the virtual reality location in the

updating in real time the virtual rendering of the real world
location , the user placing augmented reality graphics content

graphics content in the rendering of the virtual reality
location in the real world location , the remote user viewing

in the virtual rendering , the remote user viewing in real time

in real time the augmented reality graphics content in the

current azimuth angle relative to True North , the user 45 real world location , the user placing augmented reality

the augmented reality graphics content in the virtual ren - rendering of the virtual reality location in the real world
dering, the remote user placing augmented reality graphics 50 location , the remote user placing augmented reality graphics
content in the virtual rendering or in the real world location ,
content in the rendering of the virtual reality location in the
the user viewing in real time the augmented reality graphics real world location , and the user viewing in real time the
content from the virtual rendering or in the real world
augmented reality graphics content from the rendering of the

location , the remote user viewing the virtual rendering

virtual reality location in the real world location .

orientation data including the current angle relative to the
True North , capturing the geographic location with GPS

methods include accessing visual content representing a real
world location by a device associated with a user, automati

hardware of the device , capturing the orientation data using

c ally associating a geographic location with the captured

relative to an actual position of the visual content using the 55

According to other various exemplary embodiments ,

any of a sensor on the device , or EXIF information from the
visual content, automatically associating orientation data
visual content, the orientation data further comprising one or 60 with the captured visual content, transmitting a data bundle
more parameters stored when the visual content is captured , comprising the captured visual content, the geographic
the one or more parameters representing a reference for location and the orientation data to a server, notifying a
future virtual rendering of the real world location , the device remote user about the data bundle on the server, in response
associated with the remote user displaying the virtual ren - to receiving an acceptance from the remote user, transmit
dering of the real world location when the remote user 65 ting the data bundle from the server to a device associated

device reads the reference , and the orientation data including
a current elevation angle relative to a horizon .

with the remote user to create a virtual rendering of the real
world location . Additional exemplary methods include

US 10 ,403, 044 B2
accessing visual content and related data representing a

FIG . 8 is an illustration of an exemplary mixed -reality

virtual reality location by a device associated with a user ,
automatically associating a location with the captured visual

scenario , whereby digital media objects may be added or
updated in one reality , and the changes are reflected in real

content, automatically associating orientation data with the

time in the other reality .

captured visual content, transmitting a data bundle compris - 5
ing the captured visual content, the location and the orien
tation data to a server, notifying a remote user about the data

bundle on the server, in response to receiving an acceptance

from the remote user, transmitting the data bundle from thete
server to a device associated with the remote user to create
a rendering of the virtual reality location . Further additional
methods include accessing visual content and related data
representing a virtual reality location by a device associated
with a user, automatically associating a location within the
the
captured visual content, automatically associating orienta
tion data with the captured visual content, transmitting a data
bundle comprising the captured visual content, the location
and the orientation data to a server , notifying a remote user
about the data bundle on the server, in response to receiving

an acceptance from the remote user, transmitting the data
bundle from the server to a device associated with the

remote user to create a rendering of the virtual reality
location in a real world location .

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
Certain embodiments of the present technology are illus -

DETAILED DESCRIPTION
Digital media currently allows users to create and share
pages and multimedia content. However, a more immersive
experience would consist of allowing users to directly share
user -navigable , visual content while allowing users to add ,
update , and view changes in real time. This would comprise
of one user either capturing their current location surround
ings as visual computer data along with their location and
their experiences online through resources such as web

"10

1515

orientation , or selecting such existing data , and directly
sharing that data with one more users , in effect, enabling
those other users to view and experience the essence of that

location just as the original, authoring user did , and in the
20 same orientation . Such a system must also allow all users to

add or modify digital content (e . g . virtual objects ) for that
shared location , such that all users viewing that shared

location would visually see those updates in real time. Such

additions or modifications to the digital content could also
25 be made by any user viewing that location such that all users
viewing that location are able to both contribute content and

see content from other users in real time.
Users should therefore have a mechanism comprised of

trated by the accompanying figures. It will be understood
client devices running digital media software , whereby a
that the figures are not necessarily to scale . It will be 30 user can capture all of the visual elements in their current
surroundings as digital data on their client devices or select
understood that the technology is not necessarily limited to
the particular embodiments illustrated herein .

FIG . 1 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for cap

from existing digital data, and to then publish that data to
other users over a computer network . Those other users
should be notified about the availability of that location data ,

turing a real world location's surroundings and other aspects
the option to download that location data to their client
of that location as digital data , using a digital device , such 35 with
device , orbit around , view , and experience that location just
that the data can be bundled , transmitted , and used to create
as the original creator did . All users including the creator and
a virtual rendering of that location on another device .
other users , using their client devices with digital media
FIG . 2 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for cap the
software , should be able to place or update virtual objects
turing a virtual world location ' s surroundings and other 40 ( e .g . Media Tags ) within that location data , and the changes
aspects of that location as digital data , using a digital device, should be seen in real time by all users who are viewing that
such that the data can be bundled , transmitted , and used to location data. For more information about Media Tags, see
create a virtual rendering of that location on another device .
U . S .Non - Provisional patent application Ser. No . 157600 ,446
FIG . 3A is a block diagram of an exemplary server- side
filed on May 19 , 2017 titled “ Media Tags — Location - An
system for practicing aspects of the present technology . Note 45 chored Digital Media for Augmented Reality and Virtual

that a “ server” may optionally comprise multiple distributed

computer systems.

FIG . 3B is a block diagram of an exemplary client- side

system for practicing aspects of the present technology .

Reality Environments," which is hereby incorporated by

reference in entirety, including all references and appendices
cited therein .
For example , using a device with a viewport (e. g. a

FIG . 4 illustrates an exemplary process for capturing or 50 smartphone with a built in camera and touch screen display )
selecting a Telelocation on one device and sending that an authoring user should be able to capture their surround
location data to another device , as well as the process where
ings in the real world through that viewport as a 360 - 180
users add and share digitalmedia within that location in real degree panorama mapped to bounding volume, store it as
time.
digital data , and share that digital data with other users .
FIG . 5 illustrates an example depicting how a user may 55 Other users should then be able to view that visual data
capture their real-world surroundings with a client device , inside of that bounding volume which contains a 360 - 180
and also how a user may view a shared Telelocation with a
degree panorama of the authoring user ' s surroundings , thus
allowing other users to see the location just as the authoring
client device .
FIG . 6 provides an example of how capturing a device 's
user did . Similarly, such a 360 - 180 degree panorama may
parameters relative to an established frame of reference may 60 already exist, so the authoring user may be able to select that
existing data for sharing, rather than having to capture it.
be captured along with the visual location data .

FIG . 7 is a flowchart of an exemplary method for cap -

Take this example and extend it to a virtual reality

create a virtual rendering of that location on another device
which displays real world locations.

by way of a virtual reality interface (“ VRI” ). A VRI in this

turing a virtual world location ' s surroundings and other
environment whereby a virtual location ( e . g . within a video
aspects of that location as digital data , using a digital device ,
game world ), is captured by a user and shared with other
such that the data can be bundled , transmitted , and used to 65 users in the same fashion . Users can view a virtual location

case may be a setup as simple as a single smartphone ,

US 10 ,403 ,044 B2
visualizing a 360 - 180 degree panorama which is navigable
or something more complex such as a room -sized VR rig
utilizing head mounted displays and laser motion trackers .

parameters of the client device which describe the device 's
orientation relative to that frame of reference and package
these parameters with the visual data . Having a frame of
reference and recording the device ' s relative position and

possible , such that data of an AR location can be viewed on

media objects with a given Telelocation .

by rotating the smartphone device and /or swiping its screen ,

Mixed reality sharing of location data should also be 5 orientation is also used to accurately place and orient digital

a VR device , and conversely, VR data on an AR device .

frame of reference can consist of, but is not limited to :

A method for capturing a location within augmented or
angular offsets from True North and the horizon in the real
virtual reality environments , hereafter known as a “ Telelo
world , angular offsets from the 3D axis of a VR environ
cation " . A Telelocation is comprised of a VR digital capture 10 ment, as well as location data , such as latitude, longitude ,

of a given location from either a real or virtual environment

The Telelocation not only contains all of the digital data

and altitude in the real world , or and X , Y , and Z coordinates

in a VR environment.

necessary to visually reconstruct the location on another
The frame of reference data forms part of the metadata
device within a bounding volume, but also a frame of which is included in a Telelocation package . Other metadata
reference such that the same orientation is maintained across 15 can include , but is not limited to : tags for searching that
devices , while any additions or modifications of virtual

objects cause those objects to also appear in the correct

location , thumbnail picture data for selecting the Teleloca

tion on a device , and information about the characteristics of

position and orientation when viewed across devices. This

the bounding volume.

can view , orbit around, and optionally move around that

digital data package with other users, such that other users
location , and experience the essence of it, just like the

through which the user can view their surroundings with

original authoring user did . In effect, a Telelocation is a

aspects of it refers to augmentation of a real world or “ AR ”

allows one user to effectively capture their surroundings as
Throughout this specification various terms are used and
digital data or selecting from existing data , and to share that 20 shall assume the following meanings and assumptions:

Augmented Reality (“ AR ” ): a digital system or interface
augmentations to that view . Any discussion of AR or related

location that a user can teleport to without physically having 25 environment . An AR platform creates a virtual graphics

to travel there , that respects the original orientation , relative

coordinate space that coincides with the real -world space

to an established frame of reference . Furthermore , any user
who is viewing that Telelocation can then add or update

around a user and renders computer graphics relative to that
virtual graphics coordinate system such that those graphics

additional digitalmedia objects within that Telelocation . The
appear to exist in the real world . An appropriate viewing
additions or updates will appear in real time on the displays 30 device is also assumed for the user, such as but not limited

of all users ' devices that are viewing that location and will
appear in the correct position and orientation .
For example, User A is on a beach in Sydney and captures
a 360 - 180 degree panorama using their device and shares it

to : a head -mounted display (e.g . augmented reality glasses

or goggles ) or a smartphone (i. e. acting as a viewing portal
that displays computer graphics on top of, or blended with ,

a live video feed of the world as seen by camera hardware

as a Telelocation with User B who is somewhere in London . 35 embedded in the device ).

User A places AR graphics content in the real world envi-

Virtual Reality (“ VR ” ) : a virtual reality platform creates

ronment, User B sees that content appear in the correspond
ing position in their VR Telelocation environment.
User A is on a beach in Sydney and captures a live
360 - 180 degree panorama view using their device and 40

a virtual graphics coordinate space into which computer
graphic content is rendered in such a way that when viewed
through a viewing device , all the user sees are computer
graphics . No real world objects are seen in this environment.

shares it as a Telelocation with User B who is somewhere in
London . User B places graphics content in the captured
Telelocation that they are viewing in a VR Telelocation

Appropriate viewing and interaction devices are also
assumed for the user, such as, but not limited to : head
mounted displays , optionally with body or body- partmotion

environment, User A sees that content appear in real time, in

tracking sensors and software , smartphones (i.e. acting as a

captured by a user 's device such as , but not limited to : VR

ground ).

the corresponding real -world position via AR .
45 viewing portal that displays computer graphics on top of, or
The visual data of a Telelocation can comprise digital data blended with , a computer graphics environment back
360 - 180 degree panorama/ 360 degree video , video game
frame of Reference : one or more aspects which establish
360 - 180 degree panorama, a VR movie single frame or the orientation and location for a Telelocation , as well as
section of the movie , texture / geometry data (e . g . in video 50 digital objects placed within that Telelocation . Telelocation
games ), or a real- time video feed , which is rendered onto the data comprises metadata fields (herein referred to as " param
inside of a bounding volume, such that when viewed from
the inside of that bounding volume by another user , appear

eters ” ) which store a given location ' s orientation and posi
tion relative to the established frame of reference . The

identical or almost identical, to what the original authoring

orientation values are essential for ensuring that the orien

user saw through their device ' s viewport. Since there is a 55 tation of a Telelocation appears the same both on the
complete 360 degree visual view available , other users can

authoring device and on other devices which are viewing it,

orbit around and experience the complete 360 degree view
of the surroundings of the captured location . For example, if
the authoring user who captured the location saw a building

while the position values ensure that any digital media added
appear in the correct position (s ) within the Telelocation .
Likewise , the orientation and position values, ensure that

at True North , then a viewing user is who viewing that 60 digital objects placed within a Telelocation , appear in the
Telelocation and is also facing True North , should see that
same position and orientation on all devices .

building exactly how the authoring user saw it .
In order for the visual Telelocation data to be viewed in

the same orientation as when it was captured , a frame of

360 - 180 degree panorama: a 3D digital view of a location
comprising the ability to pan 360 degrees horizontally and

180 degrees vertically leading to a full coverage of the

reference for the position and orientation of the Telelocation 65 surroundings .
data must be established by the digital media software
FIG . 1 illustrates an exemplary process 100 for sharing

running on client devices. The capturing device must record

the visual surroundings of a real world location as digital
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In process 400 , User A either captures their current

surroundings 405 or selects an existing Telelocation using

their client device 320 (FIG . 3B ). If the user is in the real

fication 425 to any user (s ) associated ( e.g . subscribed ) with

User A , indicating that a Telelocation is available for view

ing.

world and capturing their surroundings, then they are pre
User B receives the notification 425 on their client device
sumed to be using a device capable of capturing their 5 320 , which may provide an appropriate user interface to
surroundings and storing them as digital data in some accept and download the Telelocation data. Such a user
fashion . Examples of formats for capturing real-world sur
interface may also provide additional elements allowing the
roundings include ,but are not limited to : 3D 360 - 180 degree user to select a Telelocation such as, but not limited to : a
panoramas, 360 degree videos, and static panoramas which Telelocation browser /carousel showing thumbnails or text of
can be panned when viewed . If the user is immersed within 1 recommended locations to visit, a 2D map of places around
a VR environment ( e .g . a video game ), then the client device the world that can be visited via Telelocations , or a search
320 may provide a user interface allowing the user to capture box to find Telelocations.

their current surroundings from within that VR environment.

When User B downloads 430 and proceeds to view the

rendering graphics directly to a cube map or sphere, and

captured on User A 's device . User B ’ s client device 320 ,

For both the AR and VR cases, a “ captured location ” is
composed of the data necessary to construct an enclosed

User A may then add digital media objects near to their
location 445 . The data for these objects is transmitted over

Examples of capturing digital surroundings in a VR 15 Telelocation , User B ’s client device determines its device 's
environment include, but are not limited to : using the parameters relative to the established frame of reference 435
software's camera perspective to capture a 360 degree view , so that it can display it in the same orientation as it was

capturing geometry and texture data of the visible surround
then displays the Telelocation data 440 , allowing User B to
ings.
20 see and be immersed in the Telelocation captured by User A .
volume such that another user can see the visual details of the network 450, and automatically appear on User B ' s
the location in all directions on their client device 320 , as if
device 455 in the same location where they were placed by
25 User A relative to User A ' s location . For example , ifUser A
they were immersed in that location .
If User A is capturing their current surroundings 405 , their
placed a digital media object on a fire hydrant in the
client device 320 also captures the device ' s orientation and
Telelocation , then User B would also see that digital media
object on the fire hydrant. Likewise , User B may add or
position relative to the established frame of reference 410 . modify
a digital media object for the Telelocation . The data
The purpose of capturing such parameters relative to an

is then transmitted over the network and the update appears
established frame ofreference 410 , is so that the orientation 3030 on
User A 's device in real time.
of the Telelocation will be the samewhen viewed by another
aspect is that there are two types of data transmission .
user on their device and so that the position and orientation TheAnfirst
is the transmission of the Telelocation data itself,
of any digital objects placed within that Telelocation appear which is used
to initially get the Telelocation data over to
in the same position and orientation onI any
any device
device viewing
viewing 35as another device , so that the visual scene can be established on
that Telelocation .
There are many types of frames of reference which may that device . Once received , that Telelocation data should not
need to be retransmitted to the same device again . It would

be used including, but not limited to , capturing the device ' s
orientation angle relative to True North and the horizon . For

only need to be transmitted to another device which is

horizon are the established frames of reference and an
authoring user captures a Telelocation where their device is

objects which may be performed by any user viewing the
Telelocation itself or the underlying real or virtual location

facing 10 degrees west and 45 degrees upwards. When

that was used to construct that Telelocation . For these

another “ viewing user ” views that Telelocation on their

updates , it' s not necessary to retransmit the entire location

requesting the Telelocation . The second type of transmission

example, consider a scenario where True North and the 40 includes the two -way additions/updates to digital media

device , orienting their device northwards will show the 45 bundle but just the information related to the digital media

visual details that the authoring user would have seen when

objects. For example , consider a scenario where User A is in

they were looking north through their device . Similarly , if

the real world and has captured and sent a Telelocation of

their view of the Telelocation would match what would have

device . The Telelocation data bundle will be sent from User

the viewing user is angling their device 45 degrees upwards ,

their surroundings to User B who is viewing it on their

been seen when the authoring user was looking 45 degrees 50 A to User B over a computer network once . User A , who is
upwards . Note that factors such as, but not limited to : viewing their real world surroundings, may then add a

viewport settings, and device rendering capabilities, may

cause a slightly different viewing experience across devices
such as , but not limited to , a different field of view .

digital object nearby . The information for that digital object
their Telelocation . Thus, once the scene has been established

creates the metadata consisting of the device 's parameters
relative to an established frame of reference 415 , collec tively the “ Telelocation data ” , necessary to correctly render

on User B ' s device .
Note that the device which captures Telelocation data may
be a completely different type of device from that which is

is then sent to User B who sees it appear in real timewithin

If the user has been capturing their current surroundings 55 on User B 's device , the only data necessary to transmit to
405 , the client device 320 then stores the visual data and User B is the data required to display the digitalmedia object
that Telelocation on other users ' devices in the correct 60 receiving and viewing the Telelocation . For example , the

orientation . Alternatively the user may select existing Tele -

location data for sharing .
The bundled Telelocation data is then transmitted over the
computer network 420 so that it arrives at User B ' s device .
This transmission may involve an intermediary server 300 65

capturing device may be a special type of 360 degree camera
whose main capability is capturing panoramic views, while

another device that is viewing the Telelocation may be a
smartphone with digitalmedia software capable of rendering
a Telelocation and allowing the user to add digital content.

(FIG . 3A ) that may store and coordinate the sharing of such

This is especially true for mixed reality scenarios which are

data between users . The server 300 may then send a noti-

described next.
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FIG . 6 provides an example 600 showing the aspects of
capturing a device 's parameters relative to the established
frameof reference in the realworld , in this example, relative
to True North 630 and the horizon 615 . A frameof reference
5 is necessary in order for another “ viewing ” client device to

In addition to supporting AR Telelocations between AR
devices and VR Telelocations between VR devices, a pro
cess such as that depicted in Example 400 may also option
ally support mixed reality sharing of AR Telelocations
between AR and VR devices, and /or of VR Telelocations
view the Telelocation exactly as the authoring client would
between
AR and VR devices .
For example in an augmented to virtual reality scenario
have viewed it , given that the other viewing device may be
at any given angle relative the origin of that
a user may click on a computer graphics information bill panning
Telelocation
within the Telelocation 's bounding volume.
board (or a " click to telelocate inside ” graphical user inter 10 Similarly, but
digital
media software running on a client
face button ) that appears to be attached to the top of a 10 device 610 may optionally
the user to move around
real-world building at which point their augmented view is (i.e. change their position ) toallow
some
within the bound
replaced with an immersive 360 degree VR photographic ing volume of the Telelocation , so extent
the device ' s parameters
image of a location inside of that building.

relative to the established frame of reference , allow for
Another example is a virtual -to -augmented realityly sce
sce - 15 correct and accurate viewing of the Telelocation and any
nario , where a user is in a 3D computer graphics world at digital media objects, just as if the authoring user had moved
one location and causes their virtual avatar to enter a 3D to that location. Note however that supporting random
bounding volume object, or clicks on a virtualbutton that is
labelled “ Take meback to reality !” that causes the user to be

movement would require multiple Telelocations, as a tele
photo is a capture of a view at a single position . Moving

transported to an augmented view of the real world . Addi- 20 around in the bounding volume for preset travel paths would
still show the world from the position the Telelocation was
captured . However, while a 360 degree video can show
Note : when performing mixed reality sharing , itmay be correct imagery for preset movement paths, it can 't handle

tional details about mixed - reality sharing are provided
below in the description for FIG . 8 .

necessary to translate the frame of reference , and any related
random movement by the viewer. Movements would there
device parameters such that they make sense in both reali- 25 fore transition between pre - captured Telelocations in
ties . For example , when entering a VR Telelocation in an AR
" jumps” , much like how the streetview ” feature of a digital
environment, one of the axis from the VR environment may map currently does.

be designated as True North such that a VR Telelocation

An aspect is that the user may be facing in any direction

which doesn 't contain a real-world frame of reference can be

when they start the capture , so without a frameof reference ,

properly oriented in an AR environment that may not be 30 there would be no way to orient the location on another

mapped using an X , Y, and Z axis .

device such that it matches that on the original authoring

FIG . 5 provides an example 500 depicting how a user 505
may capture their real-world surroundings and the device ' s
parameters relative to an established frame of reference with

device . In addition , capturing the user ' s position such as, but
not limited to , their latitude, longitude, and altitude , or X , Y,
and Z coordinates, allows client devices to place digital

a client device 510 . Depending on the capabilities of the 35 media such that it will appear in the correct spot on all user

client device 510 and its digitalmedia software , as well as

devices in real time which are viewing that Telelocation , if

the type of data being captured ( e. g . a 360 - 180 degree

the digitalmedia data is tagged with a position that is within

panorama view ), the user be required to move in different

the Telelocation . For additional information see U . S . Non

directions to perform a capture . There are many types of

Provisional patent application Ser. No. 15/600 ,446 filed on

cameras and lenses available which varying capabilities for 40 May 19, 2017 titled “ Media Tags — Location - Anchored

capturing 360 - 180 images and 360 degree videos such as,
but not limited to , 360 degree cameras which can create a
single 360 - 180 in a single camera press . Such cameras either

have two fisheye lenses back to back , or multiple cameras
( e .g . 12 ) facing at all angles to get 360 - 180 coverage .

In Example 500 , the user 505 is holding a smartphone 510

equipped with an onscreen display and camera . The user 505

Digital Media for Augmented Reality and Virtual Reality
Environments," which is hereby incorporated by reference
in entirety , including all references and appendices cited

45

therein .

Capturing a Telelocation on one device and reproducing

the Telelocation on another device in the same orientation ,

in turn ,may need that both the authoring device and other

is using a capture method that requires them to pan around

devices on which the Telelocation will be viewed , are both

on the spot 515 , first with the device pointing outwards at

capable to interpreting the same frame of reference ( or

about eye level 520 and then towards an upward angle 525 50 translating between different types of frames of references
and downward angle 530 to capture a full sphere of data that

for mixed reality cases ), and displaying a Telelocation and

upwards and downwards. In practice , typically five different

the Telelocation to a specific frame of reference (i.e . estab

angled pans will capture most of the surrounding area, but

lish what frame of reference will be used and capture the

example , capturing a user's location in a VR environment

location , a device 's data relative to an established frame of

recreate the visual location .

the data on any given device.

any placed digital media objects relative to that frame of
can be rendered to a bounding volume.
Example 500 is a simplified example for illustrative reference .
purposes only . Depending on the device ' s vertical field of
To achieve this , the client device running digital media
view , panning is typically necessary at multiple angles both 55 software which is capturing the location , should “ register"

may require a few more captures to patch in the top and
device 's parameters relative to that frame of reference ) so
bottom poles with visual data .
that other users see the same world and the same device
Note that other device types and software may require the 60 orientations , as well as accurate placement and orientation of
user to perform additional or alternative actions in order to
any digital media objects placed within that Telelocation .
capture and generate data for their full surroundings. For
Depending on whether the user is capturing an AR or VR

could comprise of simply capturing the user ' s current X , Y, reference may include , but is not limited to :
Z location , orientation angles, the size and shape of the area 65 The frame of reference itself: the data describing what
to capture , along with any related digital data necessary to
frameof reference is to be used in order to accurately display
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Heading: the direction the user' s device is facing relative
to some fixed direction . For example , in an AR environment
this may be the angle relative to an axis on the earth (e .g .
relative to True North ). For a VR environment this may be

at some place in the world ,but sees the received Telelocation
as if they were at the same location 645 of the authoring user.
Additionally , the frame of reference (heading 630 and pitch
615 ) ensure that the Telelocation data received is displayed

the x axis and y axis ).
Pitch : the direction the user 's device is pointing up or

just as the authoring user would , had the authoring user

down . For example , an AR environment this may be the

panned in the same manner. Likewise , if the digital media

angle relative to the horizon (pitch angle ). For a VR envi-

software allows the user to move around within the bound

angles relative to an axes of a virtual world ( e . g . relative to 5 relative to the respective angles such that as the viewing user
605 pans their client device 610 , they see the Telelocation

ronment , this may be angles relative to the X , Y , and Z axes . 10 ing volume, they would see the correct details at the correct

Position within the world : the precise position of the user

within their environment. For an AR environment this may
be the latitude, longitude , and altitude . For a VR environ
ment, this may be the X , Y , Z offset of the user relative to

orientation .

Should either the authoring user or viewing user add or
update digital media data , the addition or update will appear
in the same location on both devices in real time, and either

some point in space such as the origin of the VR environ - 15 user may be able to interact with it.
FIG . 8 depicts an example of a mixed - reality scenario 800
Including such parameters relative to an established frame whereby a digitalmedia object 805 may be added or updated

ment.

of reference may be needed for accurately viewing digital by a user in one reality , and the changes are reflected in real
media objects within a Telelocation because the visual time so that they appear to a user who is in the other reality
Telelocation data is imagery data mapped onto a bounding 20 820 or vice versa . This covers changes made in the virtual
volume. The parameters relative to an established frame of space (i.e . when viewing the Telelocation ) which are then
reference provide the additional placement information nec
seen in real time an AR environment 840 , and conversely
essary to place and orient any digital media objects so that when changes are made in an AR environment and seen in

they appear exactly (or near exactly ) as they were placed on real time with the virtual space 845 .
a given device . For example, consider visual Telelocation 25 In example 800 , a user 805 may be viewing a Telelocation
data consisting of a 360 - 180 view of a street with many
shops and restaurants , where each venue has its own Media

as a virtual rendering on their device and may add or update
a virtual digital object 815 in this example , a virtual

Tag placed above it and each Media Tag is pointing to a

sandcastle object ) . The data for that virtual object is trans

specific venue with information about the venue. In this case

mitted to another user 810 who is viewing the actual real

the parameters relative to an established frame of reference 30 world location corresponding to that Telelocation through a

ensure that each Media Tag can be accurately placed and
pointed to the correct venue.

In Example 600 , an authoring user 605 is starting to
capture their surroundings using their smartphone 610 .

device with digital media software that can render AR . This

is an example of case 840 where the data for the update is

being transmitted from the user 's device viewing the virtual
world 805 to the user 's device that is viewing the real world

Sensors on the smartphone 610 may be used to capture the 35 with AR 810 . The user viewing the real world with AR 810

device ' s parameters relative to the frame of reference . Such

then sees the new or updated object 820 appear in real time

sensors may include , but are not limited to : compass ,

through their AR device .

gyroscope , GPS, accelerometer, and barometer. Other data

Conversely, user 810 who is viewing the real world

may also be used such as, but not limited to EXIF informa-

through an AR device , can add or update a virtual digital
tion stored in a digital photo .
40 object 820 , and the data will be sent to the device of user 805
In Example 600 , the frame of reference parameter data
who is viewing the virtual Telelocation rendering of the real
captured by the client device 610 includes: the pitch of the world location that user 810 is viewing. This is an example

user's device 625 which is the vertical angle between the

of case 845 where the data for the update is being transmit

horizon 615 and the direction 620 that the user ' s device 610
ted from the user who is viewing the realworld with AR 810
is pointing . In In example 600 , using the horizon as a frame 45 to the user who is viewing the virtual Telelocation rendering

of reference registers the centre of the captured location to
the horizon so that when the Telelocation is viewed on

805 . If the digital object added or modified by user 810
exists within the bounding volume 830 of the Telelocation

another device , it shows the correct viewpoint as the user
pitches the device . Example 600 further includes the user ' s

that user 805 is viewing , then that visual change will appear
in real time on user 805 ' s device .

direction which is an offset angle 635 from True North 630 50 In both cases 840 and 845 , the established frame of
and their current facing direction 640 and the user 's latitude , reference , which is the position and orientation of the
longitude, and altitude 645 .
Telelocation 835 , are used to ensure that the virtual digital

It should be noted that regardless of the method used to media object(s ) are correctly positioned and oriented when
viewed in either reality .
ronment, there may be some disparity between viewing the 55 The overall effect of the process illustrated in example

capture frame of reference parameter data in an AR envireal location ' s surroundings directly ( i.e . not through a

800 , is that users in different realities can view the same

device ), and viewing it as Telelocation on a client device .

virtual objects and any additions or updates to the those

This can occur for a variety of reasons including , but not

objects , in real time, regardless of which reality they are

limited to : limited precision and/or inaccuracies in device

viewing .

and then remapping it for a 360 - 180 view , and camera lens

lents of all means or step plus function elements in the

distortions.

claimsbelow are intended to include any structure ,material,
or act for performing the function in combination with other

sensors ,mapping the realworld onto a flat image for storage 60
The aspects of Example 600 can also be applied to another

The corresponding structures, materials, acts , and equiva

user who has received the Telelocation and is viewing it. In
claimed elements as specifically claimed . The description of
this case , the user 605 can be considered the user who has 65 the present technology has been presented for purposes of

received the Telelocation data on their device 610 and is the

“ viewing user” . In this case, the viewing user 605 is located

illustration and description , but is not intended to be exhaus

tive or limited to the present technology in the form dis
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closed .Many modifications and variations will be apparent embodiments. However, it will be apparent to one skilled in
to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from
the art that various exemplary embodiments may be prac
the scope and spirit of the present technology . Exemplary
ticed in other embodiments that depart from these specific
embodiments were chosen and described in order to best details.
explain the principles of the present technology and its 5 Reference throughout this specification to “ one embodi
practical application , and to enable others of ordinary skill
m ent” or “ an embodiment” means that a particular feature ,
in the art to understand the present technology for various structure, or characteristic described in connection with the
embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the

embodiment is included in at least one embodiment of the

particular use contemplated .
present invention . Thus , the appearances of the phrases “ in
Aspects of the present technology are described above 10 one embodiment” or “ in an embodiment” or “ according to
with reference to flowchart illustrations and /or block dia - one embodiment” ( or other phrases having similar import ) at

grams of methods , apparatus (systems) and computer pro

gram products according to embodiments of the present

various places throughout this specification are not neces

sarily all referring to the same embodiment. Furthermore ,

technology. It will be understood that each block of the the particular features , structures , or characteristics may be
flowchart illustrations and/ or block diagrams, and combina - 15 combined in any suitable manner in one or more embodi

tions of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and /or block

diagrams, can be implemented by computer program
instructions . These computer program instructions may be

provided to a processor of a general purpose computer,

ments. Furthermore, depending on the context of discussion

herein , a singular term may include its plural forms and a
plural term may include its singular form . Similarly, a

hyphenated term ( e.g ., " on -demand ” ) may be occasionally

special purpose computer , or other programmable data pro - 20 interchangeably used with its non -hyphenated version ( e . g .,

cessing apparatus to produce a machine , such that the

" on demand” ) , a capitalized entry ( e .g ., “ Software” ) may be

instructions , which execute via the processor of the com -

interchangeably used with its non -capitalized version ( e . g .,

puter or other programmable data processing apparatus,
create means for implementing the functions/ acts specified

" software” ), a plural term may be indicated with or without
an apostrophe (e . g ., PE ' s or PEs), and an italicized term

in the flowchart and / or block diagram block or blocks.
25 ( e . g ., “ N + 1 ” ) may be interchangeably used with its non
These computer program instructions may also be stored
italicized version ( e . g ., “ N + 1" ) . Such occasional inter

in a computer readable medium that can direct a computer ,

changeable uses shall not be considered inconsistent with

other programmable data processing apparatus, or other

each other .

devices to function in a particular manner, such that the
Also , some embodiments may be described in terms of
instructions stored in the computer readable medium pro - 30 “means for ” performing a task or set of tasks . It will be
duce an article ofmanufacture including instructions which

understood that a “ means for ” may be expressed herein in

implement the function /act specified in the flowchart and /or
block diagram block or blocks.
The computer program instructions may also be loaded

terms of a structure, such as a processor, a memory , an I/O
device such as a camera , or combinations thereof. Alterna
tively , the “means for” may include an algorithm that is

onto a computer , other programmable data processing appa - 35 descriptive of a function or method step , while in yet other

ratus , or other devices to cause a series of operational steps

embodiments the “means for ” is expressed in terms of a

to be performed on the computer, other programmable

mathematical formula , prose , or as a flow chart or signal

apparatus or other devices to produce a computer imple -

diagram .

mented process such that the instructions which execute on

The terminology used herein is for the purpose of describ

the flowchart and /or block diagram block or blocks.
The flowchart and block diagrams in the figures illustrate
the architecture , functionality , and operation of possible

“ a” , “ an ” and “ the” are intended to include the plural forms
as well , unless the context clearly indicates otherwise . It will
be further understood that the terms " comprises ” and/or

the computer or other programmable apparatus provide 40 ing particular embodiments only and is not intended to be
processes for implementing the functions /acts specified in
limiting of the invention . As used herein , the singular forms
implementations of systems, methods and computer pro - 45 “ comprising ," when used in this specification , specify the

gram products according to various embodiments of the presence of stated features, integers , steps, operations , ele
present technology . In this regard , each block in the flow - ments , and / or components, but do not preclude the presence
chart or block diagramsmay represent a module , segment, or addition of one or more other features, integers , steps,
or portion of code , which comprises one or more executable
operations, elements, components , and /or groups thereof.
instructions for implementing the specified logical func - 50 If any disclosures are incorporated herein by reference
tion ( s ). It should also be noted that, in some alternative
and such incorporated disclosures conflict in part and/ or in

implementations, the functions noted in the block may occur

outof the order noted in the figures . For example , two blocks
shown in succession may , in fact, be executed substantially

whole with the present disclosure , then to the extent of
conflict, and/ or broader disclosure, and/ or broader definition
of terms, the present disclosure controls. If such incorpo

concurrently , or the blocks may sometimes be executed in 55 rated disclosures conflict in part and /or in whole with one
the reverse order, depending upon the functionality
another , then to the extent of conflict, the later -dated dis

involved . It will also be noted that each block of the block

closure controls .

diagrams and / or flowchart illustration , and combinations of

The terminology used herein can imply direct or indirect ,

blocks in the block diagrams and /or flowchart illustration ,

full or partial, temporary or permanent, immediate or

can be implemented by special purpose hardware -based 60 delayed , synchronous or asynchronous , action or inaction .

systems that perform the specified functions or acts, or

For example , when an element is referred to as being “ on ,"

combinations of special purpose hardware and computer

" connected " or " coupled ” to another element, then the

element can be directly on , connected or coupled to the other
instructions .
In the description , for purposes of explanation and not element and /or intervening elements may be present, includ
limitation , specific details are set forth , such as particular 65 ing indirect and /or direct variants. In contrast, when an
embodiments, procedures, techniques , etc . in order to pro element is referred to as being " directly connected ” or
vide a thorough understanding of the various exemplary " directly coupled ” to another element, there are no inter
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12 . The method of claim 1, the orientation data further

vening elements present. The description herein is illustra -

tive and not restrictive . Many variations of the technology
will become apparent to those of skill in the art upon review

comprising one or more parameters stored when the visual
content is captured , the one or more parameters representing
a reference for future virtual rendering of the real world

it should be understood that they have been presented by
way of example only , and not limitation . The descriptions

13 . Themethod of claim 12 , further comprising the device

fications, and equivalents as may be included within the
spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the appended

tation data including a current elevation angle relative to a

of this disclosure.
While various embodiments have been described above, 5 location .

associated with the remote user displaying the virtual ren
are not intended to limit the scope of the invention to the dering of the real world location when the remote user
particular forms set forth herein . To the contrary, the present
reads the reference .
descriptions are intended to cover such alternatives ,modi- 10 device
14 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising the orien

.
claims and otherwise appreciated by one of ordinary skill in horizon
15
.
A
method for generating a telelocation , the method
the art. Thus, the breadth and scope of a preferred embodi
ment should not be limited by any of the above- described 15 comprising
capturing: visual content and related data representing a
exemplary embodiments .
virtual reality location by a device associated with a
What is claimed is :
user ;
1 . A method for generating a telelocation , the method
automatically associating a location with the captured
comprising:
capturing visual content representing a real world location 20
visual content;
automatically associating orientation data with the cap
by a device associated with a user ;
automatically associating a geographic location with the
tured visual content;
captured visual content;
transmitting a data bundle comprising the captured visual
automatically associating orientation data with the cap
tured visual content;

25

transmitting a data bundle comprising the captured visual

notifying a remote user about the data bundle on the

content, the geographic location and the orientation

server ;

in response to receiving an acceptance from the remote
user, transmitting the data bundle from the server to a

data to a server;

notifying a remote user about the data bundle on the
server ;

30

in response to receiving an acceptance from the remote
user, transmitting the data bundle from the server to a
device associated with the remote user to create a

more parameters representing a reference for future

comprising the remote user placing augmented reality 35

graphics content in the virtual rendering or in the real

3 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising the geo -

rendering of the virtual reality location .

16 . Themethod ofclaim 15 , further comprising the device

world location .
2 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising the visual

panorama or a virtual reality 360 degree movie .

device associated with the remote user to create a
rendering of the virtual reality location , and the orien
tation data further comprising one or more parameters

stored when the visual content is captured , the one or

virtual rendering of the real world location ; further

content including any of a virtual reality 360 - 180 degree

content, the location and the orientation data to a
server;

associated with the remote user rendering of the virtual

reality location when the remote user device reads the

40

graphic location including a longitude , a latitude and an
altitude .

reference .

17. The method of claim 15 , further comprising using the

reference to position or orientation of the virtual reality
location within a telelocation .

18 . The method of claim 15 , further comprising the user
updating in real time the rendering of the virtual reality

4 . The method of claim 1, further comprising the orien -

tation data including a current azimuth angle relative to True 45 location .

19 . The method of claim 15 , further comprising the user

North .

5 . The method of claim 4 , further comprising the remote

placing augmented reality graphics content in the rendering

user viewing the virtual rendering relative to an actual
position of the visual content using the orientation data

of the virtual reality location .
20 . The method of claim 19 , further comprising the

including the current angle relative to the True North .

50 remote user viewing in real time the augmented reality

6 . The method of claim 1, further comprising the user

updating in real time the virtual rendering of the real world

graphics content in the rendering of the virtual reality

location.

21. The method of claim 15 , further comprising the
remote user placing augmented reality graphics content in
placing augmented reality graphics content in the virtual 55 the rendering of the virtual reality location .
rendering.
22 . The method of claim 21 , further comprising the user
8 . The method of claim 7, further comprising the remote viewing in real time the augmented reality graphics content
user viewing in real time the augmented reality graphics
from the rendering of the virtual reality location .
content in the virtual rendering .
23 . A method for generating a telelocation , the method
9. The method of claim 1, further comprising the user 60 comprising :
viewing in real time the augmented reality graphics content
capturing visual content and related data representing a
virtual reality location by a device associated with a
from the virtual rendering or in the real world location .
10 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising capturing
user ;
the geographic location with GPS hardware of the device .
automatically associating a location with the captured

location .

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising the user

11 . The method of claim 1 , further comprising capturing 65

the orientation data using any of a sensor on the device , or
EXIF information from the visual content.

visual content;

automatically associating orientation data with the cap
tured visual content;
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transmitting a data bundle comprising the captured visual
content, the location and the orientation data to a
server ;

notifying a remote user about the data bundle on the
server ;
in response to receiving an acceptance from the remote
user , transmitting the data bundle from the server to a

device associated with the remote user to create a
rendering of the virtual reality location in a real world
location ; and further comprising the user updating in 10

real time the rendering of the virtual reality location in
the real world location .
24 . The method of claim 23 , further comprising the user
placing augmented reality graphics content in the rendering
of the virtual reality location in the real world location . 15
25 . The method of claim 24 , further comprising the
remote user viewing in real time the augmented reality
graphics content in the rendering of the virtual reality

location in the real world location .

26 . The method of claim 23, further comprising the 20

remote user placing augmented reality graphics content in
the rendering of the virtual reality location in the real world
location .
27 . The method of claim 26 , further comprising the user
viewing in real time the augmented reality graphics content 25

from the rendering of the virtual reality location in the real
world location .

